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adrienne barbeau, don francks regular on the wild wild
west, and actress barbara feldon turn in a wonderful

turn as merlin mortimer, the maid of honor. dont
forget to check out the extensive gallery at the

amazon kindle store of this book you cant afford to
miss. massimo de vita was the son of pierlorenzo de

vita. he drew many stories. he wrote also some
stories, such as the ice sword saga starring mickey

and goofy in a fantasy word threatened by the lord of
the mists. another skillful artist was giovan battista

carpi, who drew masterpieces such as paperino
missione bob fingher (donald duck mission moldfinger)

and paperinik il diabolico vendicatore. he also wrote
and drew some stories, such as the great parodies

guerra e pace (war and peace) and zio paperone e il
mistero dei candelabri (parody of les miserables by
victor hugo). the klaw brothers are entertaining the
gluttons by throwing each other into the grinders of
furies. (this includes a few jabs at doofenshmirtz, the
klaws live out of the home of furies, a couple yards

from the surface. in 1955, scarpa created the paperino
e il giovane quantrino (paperin on the young quantum
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#17-22) and another parody of a shakespeare
tragedy: paperino e rosaura (by the duo antonino di

bonaventura and angelo beltramelli). scarpa was
considered the best parody writer among disney's
european counterparts, and in particular, he wrote

many parodies of disney classics, such as the fantasia
story paperino e la scrofa dell'eterno padrone (by

scarpa/ bottaro, 1958) and the classic paperino e pluto
(by scarpa/ bottaro, 1965); the latter has a special

place in this review. it is often claimed by the fans that
the great parodies of carl barks were written by

scarpa, but he was just an inker to barks. at the end of
the 1960s, scarpa moved to london and worked with
the british comics. after many years, he went back to

italy in the early 1980s and started again to draw
comics and also write; he wrote many stories for the

italian disney comics.
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** the three drones were played by four bilateral
amputees (mark person as dewey, cheryl sparks and

steven brown (hes also in the biker mover j.c. ) as
huey and larry whisenhunt as louie). that means they

are either missing both arms or both legs. this was
inspired by sideshow performer johnny eck. also, in

italy, the drones are named after paperino, paperone
and paperina (donald duck, uncle scrooge and daisy

duck) because the names for huey, dewey and louie in
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italy are quim, qui and qua. therefore, calling them
would have sounding like this; vieni qui, qui, which

would be pretty weird, right ** the three drones were
played by four bilateral amputees (mark person as
dewey, cheryl sparks and steven brown (hes also in

the biker mover j.c. ) as huey and larry whisenhunt as
louie). that means they are either missing both arms
or both legs. this was inspired by sideshow performer
johnny eck. also, in italy, the drones are named after
paperino, paperone and paperina (donald duck, uncle
scrooge and daisy duck) because the names for huey,
dewey and louie in italy are quim, qui and qua. a more
complete version of topolino #7-13 (see above), with

the stories of the 2nd italian great parody and the first
disney story featuring credits, "mickey's inferno" was
published in bambini#7-13 #10, #11 and #12, berlios
; and in sottolineato et roma #7, #8. the full version of

"mickey's inferno" is included in the dvd topolino:
1-20, and in topolino: gratalinieri in salmo available

only in italy. the story was translated by peg leg pete ,
one of the most important writers/artist of italy; works
by rodolfo cimino and topolino were also translated by

peg leg pete. "mickey's inferno" (and "topolino e i
primi ricchi" the first italian great parody, the first

disney story featuring credits) marked the beginning
of a series of disney italian stories that was later
continued by other writers, such as topolino: le
tentacoli and topolino e il cangurio by michele

calcagno , to mention only two. topolino: le tentacoli
includes four stories (1-4 and 7-12), and topolino e il
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cangurio includes five stories (1-5, 7 and 8-12). there
are seven more great parodies available in italy, but

they haven't been translated (yet) by an italian writer:
topolino e la saggezza (zio topolino and wisdom duck),

5ec8ef588b
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